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Love Cycling Go Dutch conference in Newcastle 2013
(Photo credit: Matt Jones)
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Chair’s foreword
We saw some mixed results, and some shifts, in the last twelve months or so. The boat's
starting to rock. All of us want to see road changes to make space for cycling. Winning
nearly £6m towards turning Newcastle into a Cycle City was the good news in the
summer. Not knowing what to do with it or how to go about spending it sensibly was
another learning exercise for Newcastle - and their realisations are on-going. Missing
clarity at leadership level and inadequate project governance are the main reasons. The
programme has been slipping and the council has now stuck their head in the sand.
The political support is there, in places, but council still have little clue just how to engage
with community interest groups like ours. Hence, influencing designs to get road layouts
that suit new people cycling, some for the first time, is a hard task for us to achieve. We'll
keep at it. But we'll also need your help with that. We saw some good, bad and downright
ugly designs drawn up for Gosforth. And again, we'll keep repeating "build dedicated
space for cycling and they'll come".
Perhaps all this is a sign that a transition is starting to happen - shifting towards a better
healthier inclusive sensible transport future and a clearer vision for it too. The balance is
tipping. Maybe this is also a sign that we have to step up a gear too. In 2014 we all have to
get involved to up our game, and raise our voice for a Cycle City. We'll outline over the
coming months how and when you can ‘chip in’. For starters, keep May elections pencilled
in to write to your local councillor and candidates to get some commitment of them.
We, in fact, will make getting everyone involved a campaigning priority.
Stay tuned,
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Introduction
This report presents an overview of the Campaign’s activities, achievements, and
challenges in 2013/14 and an outlook into future of the organisation. As the Campaign is
entering its fourth year (time flies), the focus remained on championing quality cycling
infrastructure, making the link to its importance
•

for people-friendly places

•

a sustainable and inclusive economy and

•

getting that message across to decision-makers.

We have been lobbying, educating, spreading good practice and also challenging the
established view and executive authorities.
With significant resources secured from Department for Transport (DfT) in August 2013 £5.6m City Cycling Ambition Fund -it is even more important to ensure that schemes are
well designed for implementation. The delivery of the seven Strategic Cycle Routes
(SCRs) remained the key priority for the Campaign.
But we have also used every opportunity to put forward our views to press for changes on
the ground in line with our developing Campaign policy and design principles.
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Review of campaigning activities and priorities
In 2013-14, we wanted to see concrete changes on the ground. What’s happening is of
course not at all under our control and progress has been slow. There are still political,
institutional and technical barriers preventing the implementation of infrastructure
improvements.
The following section summarises what we have been doing to pursue our overarching
aim, develop and communicate our message and “build the foundations” of our asks.

Building the foundations
Developing principles for design
This year, we have developed design principles for road layouts which support mass
cycling and safety. The six principles are in line with the Space4Cycling initiative kickstarted by the London Cycling Campaign:
•

roadspace re-allocation away from cars

•

clearer road and space classification

•

traffic calming and routing measures

•

safe and convenient crossings

•

speed reduction

•

information initiatives and promotion

Read more here
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This pre-policy document also identified13 specific points (e.g. pinchpoints) which we have
used to respond to Traffic Orders since November 2011. (Traffic Orders are consultative
documents prepared by the highway authority, the council, which presents proposed
changes to the Highway.)

Documenting good practice – YouReport
We asked our members to get involved and send us their photos and thoughts about good
cycling infrastructure in other cities, across Europe and further afield. We now have 31
case studies on our website and learned a lot about how to create a better built
environment for cycling and the importance of political dimension in all this. Our winner
was Dublin, a real inspiration and proof that it can be done, not so far from Newcastle.
Read more here

Two-way cycle track: road space re-allocation in Dublin (Photo credit: George Gibson)
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Responding to traffic order consultations
Over the last twelve months we have replied to about 14 Traffic Orders, including Central
Station, Stoddart Street, Byker Bank, Pilgrim Street, Brunton Lane (2x), Great North Road
(2x), Market Street, bus lane simplification, Sandyford Road, Christon Road and
Killingworth Road (Haddrick Mill). Our replies ranged from support and comments to
objections. The types of traffic order ranged from simple speed reductions to major reshaping of roads and junctions. We try to publish replies to big orders on our website
under ‘initiatives & actions’, which this year meant that we published replies to the
Gosforth schemes:
•

Gosforth corridor (North)

•

Gosforth cycle lanes (North)

Our involvement in the Strategic Cycle Routes
Building on our campaigning for the development of seven radial Strategic Cycle Routes to
Newcastle city centre, Newcastle City Council was awarded £5.6m capital grant from DfT
to seed-fund the creation of the routes – the plan was to start with some of the SCRs
focusing on the first couple of miles from the City Centre. An approach we suggested. The
Campaign is involved in both the Technical and Stakeholders group that were set up in
support of the two-year programme.
We try to make sure good design, effective communication and project management
happen. To date we are not entirely impressed with Newcastle City Council’s approach to
including community voices like ours.
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The SCR in the CCAF programme

The Gosforth SCR is currently being developed and we submitted our views (see Traffic
Orders section). The blog post from the Cycling Embassy of Great Britain gives an
excellent summary of where the problems lie and makes a case for the enormous potential
the route has to connect residents to the city centre.
Build it and they will come! As they say….
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Responding to public consultations
We responded to the following national and regional consultations, spreading the message
of the Campaign to a wider audience of decision-makers:
•

Transport Committee – Cycling safety: follow up. As a result of our reply,
Katja Leyendecker was invited, alongside the Chief Executive of the
London Cycling Campaign, to take part in the debate of the Transport
Select Committee in London.

•

Transport Committee – local decision on transport expenditure

•

Local Authority (Car) Parking – Communities and Local Government/DfT

•

Strategic Economic Plan – North East Local Economic Partnership

Priorities set at AGM2013
At the 2013 AGM, members agreed the following priorities:
“We'll work with decision-makers to make Newcastle a modern liveable city that puts
people at its heart and can be enjoyed on foot and by bike. We want to be involved in the
design of the Strategic Cycle Routes and see their physical completion by 2020. For
cyclists safety we specifically ask for the following:”

In 2013/14
A safe North-South Route through the city centre
Following the petition in 2010, and City Chief Cycle Challenge in 2012 where we examined
parts of the NCN725 (North South cycling route from the Tyne Bridge to Barras
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Bridge Street / Mary’s place), it became apparent that John Dobson Street could do with a
brand new look. Cyclists are not allowed on Northumberland Street and safe alternatives
are missing. We were encouraged to see that John Dobson Street was included in the
programme of the CCAF bid. However, at the present, we have yet to see any plans
despite submitting our artist impression of how it could look like.

A vision for John Dobson Street

One-way streets with contraflow cycling
Currently Newcastle does not have one single cycling contraflow (with the exception of a
‘false’ one in Gosforth on a no-entry street). Such measures, small they may be, are
important as they create permeability, in other words short-cuts making journey by bike
more direct and faster than by car. Most one-way streets in Newcastle are in the city
centre and DfT has introduced significant simplification for authorities wanting to introduce
contraflow cycling in cities.
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While

London

announced

22

has
new

contraflows in February
2014, we have yet to
see the same holistic
approach
Newcastle.

taken
We

in
will

continue to press for
such improvements and
keep an eye on the area
around Central Station.
Leicester – (Photo credit:
Katja Leyendecker)

City Centre traffic lights to be made cycle-friendly
This could mean using head-starts, countdowns and linking traffic lights at bike speed
(12mph or so). Although this is used widely on the continent, it is still a fairly innovative
concept in the UK. Cambridge and Manchester are piloting bicycle-friendly traffic lights in
2014, after being granted permission by DfT.
Newcastle City Council hasn’t yet shown any interest and we will continue to ask traffic
engineers to engage with the DfT and use innovation.
A liveable neighbourhood for Jesmond
The Jesmond Safe Cycling group, a local group of the Campaign, had put together a
cycling improvement plan for Jesmond in 2012. Tony Waterston gave an update at our
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Members meeting in June 2013. Despite building a strong case, backed by data and
residents’ support, the Council has yet to action any of the group’s asks.
Read more here
On a more positive note, as the result of the high profile local campaigning, Jesmond was
selected to be part of the CCAF bid. Sustrans is now leading on:
•

a DIY street project along Tankerville Terrace, involving children from
local schools, their parents and local residents

•

a public realm project on Jesmond’s retail street Acorn Road, building on
the Jesmond Safe Cycling’s plans and hard work

•

Following consultation (currently on-going), plans to improve these
specific areas will be presented before works can start in 2014/15.

A new look for Acorn Road? (Photo / illustration credit: Sarah Cawrse)
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A Liveable City Conference
The Campaign asked for an annual Cycling conference to be held in Newcastle. This was
also part of our cycling manifesto endorsed by full Council late 2011 and hence council’s
responsibility.
In early 2013, and taking
the matter into our own
hands, we contacted the
Dutch Embassy who had
just delivered a series of
“Love Cycling Go Dutch”
across

the

collaboration
cycling

UK
with

campaigns

in
local
and

councils.
Cllr Nick Forbes, Leader of
Newcastle City Council.,
opened the LCGD Conference

The Campaign secured the financial support of Newcastle City Council We also developed
the programme; and after months of preparation, the Newcastle “Love Cycling Go Dutch”
conference was held on 5 November 2013. Attended by more than 130 delegates, it
showed how Dutch politicians and planners have succeeded in building high cycling levels
with public support and made a strong case for the importance of a quality cycling
infrastructure for successful cities.
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The Campaign is now disseminating information and sharing the learning points by
publishing all the conference materials by writing summary and follow up articles on its
website.

By 2015
By 2015, Newcastle's 20mph conversion to be completed, especially to address the
remaining 30mph streets in the city centre, and prevent speeding by design”
Our mapping of 20mph streets
in the city centre revealed a
large proportion of the outer
core (e.g. Bigg Market, Dean
Street, Grainger Street, Pilgrim
Street) has not been covered
by the 20mph speed limit and
we have been lobbying for a
conversion
pedestrians'
safety

for

both

and

cyclists'

and

place

attractiveness.
20mph coverage in Newcastle city
centre (in blue): not so extensive…

This

remains,

to

date,

untackled by the Council.
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By 2018
By 2018, we want all roads with a speed limit of 30mph and higher to be fitted with cycle
provision to follow best practice for safety.
This is central to our campaigning for space for cycling, whether it is linked to the Strategic
Cycle Routes or other streets and roads for which changes are proposed (e.g. Fenham
Hall Drive). Maintenance works also constitute an opportunity to improve the road layout
by including cycle provision.
Our response to the Gosforth transport corridor improvements consultation asked for a
clearer separation of cycle space on the Great North Road, based on volume and speed of
motor traffic.
We will continue to press for such safe cycling network to be developed and ask for its
monitoring to be made publicly available in order to capture progress.

Bikes on Metro
No progress to report despite the encouraging words in the CCAF bid from NEXUS in
June 2013:
"Following recommendations of a task and finish group established to look at how cycling
and public transport can be better integrated, the Board of Nexus shares the aspiration to
allow the carriage of full sized bicycles on Metro, subject to detailed investigations to fully
appreciate and ascertain all the aspects that would be involved in implementing this
aspiration."
So it is still a long shot, but watch this space. Campaigning on other aspects took priority.
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Maybe one fine inclusive day...
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Organisational progress including membership and
fundraising
The Campaign is an unincorporated group governed by a Constitution. In 2013/14, we
maintained our organisational arrangements with a Management Committee heading,
steering and running the Campaign. The Committee met monthly to oversee the planning,
co-ordination and delivery of the Campaign activities.
The Campaign remained entirely run by volunteers with no paid staff. All contributions are
because people want to see change, and get involved in the Campaign and campaigning
initiatives.
Since May 2013, we have shared a small office at the Commercial Union House (Pilgrim
Street) with the Green Festival and other groups sympathetic to our ‘city for people’
message.
Key membership facts and figures are:
•

1,200 members including individuals, families, community groups and
companies (an increase of 450 since last year).

•

54.7% from Newcastle, 16.2% from North Tyneside, 8.3% from
Gateshead, and the remaining percentage from neighbouring areas
including Northumberland, Durham, Sunderland, and South Tyneside.

•

People hear about us through a multitude of communication channels like
word of mouth, events, the internet, twitter and facebook.
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Our Corporate membership fee is £20 a year. Membership for individuals, families and
Voluntary and Community Sector groups is free. Registration is done online on our
website.
We had quarterly members meetings at the Cycle Hub (June and September 2013) and
Commercial Union House (December 2013):
•

Jesmond fit for people, not just cars, Tony Waterston (Safe Jesmond
Cycling), and 2011 Census: modal change + change in Newcastle, Neil
Murphy (Beyond Green), 11 June 2013

•

Cycling infrastructure and political engagement, Katja Leyendecker
(Newcastle Cycling Campaign), 10 September 2013

•

Cycling Infrastructure elsewhere and filtered permeability, Katja
Leyendecker and Scott Dawson (Newcastle Cycling Campaign), 10
December 2013

The Campaign registered with localgiving.com which allows small community groups to
raise donations online. We have our own localgiving donation webpage and received more
than £1,000 (see financial statement). This includes match-funding from the “Grow your
Tenner” campaign from localgiving.com.
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Partnership and networking
This year, the Campaign expanded its partnership work both locally and nationally.
At national level, we continued to liaise with the CTC, the national cycle charity, who are
stepping up their campaigning, in particular around road justice and better infrastructure. In
February the Campaign affiliated the CTC as a group. This will give us a comprehensive
Organisers' Liability insurance cover and the opportunity for members of the Campaign to
become individual affiliated CTC members and receive Third Party cover for £16 per year.
We have strengthened our links with the Cycling Embassy of Great Britain whose AGM we
hosted in Newcastle in June 2013. It was a great opportunity to meet members of this new
group, established like us
in 2010. Together with
Sustrans we took them to
Gosforth

along

the

proposed SCR to get
their views on the cycling
conditions and to discuss
the

improvements

that

are required.
We have also met other
local cycling campaigns (e.g Leeds) and this cooperative exchange accelerated when we
joined the Space4Cycling initiative, a national campaign which originated from the London
Cycling Campaign late 2013. We are part of the ‘launch group’ to help make
Space4Cycling an initiative that will resonate far and wide, and culminate and sustain a
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national call to politicians to truly support making space for cycling through road space
reallocation.
We also started using Cyclescape, a project developed by member of the Cambridge
Cycling Campaign. Cyclescape is an online campaigners’ toolkit. Members can plot local
road problems or just post items for discussion on a map and debate issues and ideas.
The Campaign has its own dedicated section on Cyclescape here.
We continued backing up the Times initiative ‘Cities Fit For Cycling’ and the Get Britain
Cycling investigation and report supported by the All-Party Parliamentary Cycling group.
In July 2013, we encouraged our members to ask their MPs to attend the House of
Commons debate on cycling on 2 September 2013. Both Catherine McKinnell MP
(Newcastle North) and Chi Onwurah MP (Newcastle Central) attended and spoke in
support of cycling, echoing our demands for real change and leadership at national level.
At the local level, we teamed up with RoadPeace and their North East branch and
approached Northumbria Police to discuss what can be done to protect vulnerable road
users. We may have secured a Liaison Officer for the cycling community.
We have always thought that the Campaign and Living Streets were natural allies with
common aims and this came to reality when we agreed the principle of our partnership:
“Living Streets and Newcastle Cycling Campaign will work together to make Newcastle a
modern liveable city that puts people at its heart and can be enjoyed on foot and by bike”
Our full list of partners and campaigns we support can be found on our website here.
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Communication and media activities
The Campaign website is our main communication means and is kept up to date with
news, Campaign’s communications, press releases and events. All articles published are
compiled through our monthly electronic newsletter. A big thank-you to Tim Binks, one
of our members, who has edited the newsletter for us on voluntary basis, with superb
professionalism and reliability since 2013.
The Campaign maintained an excellent media coverage in 2013/2014.
We prepared 15 press releases; most of them made it to press and got published in local
newspapers.
Sky Tyne and Wear covered a lot of
cycling stories, giving them a good spin.
It is a great shame they will not be
staying in Newcastle and have closed
down their website and videos.
On the political front, Katja addressed
elected members at home and away:
•

Newcastle City Council address, 3 July 2013, where she reviewed
progress since 2010 to mark the 3-year anniversary of the Cycling
petition which led to the creation of the Campaign

•

Transport Select Committee in London on 2 December 2013 where
she gave evidence in support of safe cycling
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We have a Facebook group called Friends of the Newcastle Cycling Campaign, with 304
members to date (an increase of 124 friends since last year). It is a very active group with
daily posts and weekly discussions ranging from infrastructure design, campaigning,
cycling news and the treatment of cyclists on our roads. It is also used to publicise local
offers, social events, bike rides etc.
Our twitter account has now 1,664 followers (an increase of 464 followers since last year)
and has clocked more than 8,500 tweets up to date.
The Campaign was present at a number of events to reach out:
•

Jesmond Community Festival, parade, 11 May 2013

•

Newcastle Community Green Festival, 1-2 June 2013

•

Skyride, 27 July 2013, read our account

We were invited to talk at a number of public events:
•

Cinema Politica, “You never bike alone”, December 2013, thanks to
Rakesh from Greenpeace for his blog

•

Jesmond Library, Transition Towns series, 13 February 2013, “Building a
Transport system for a sustainable society”

•

Katja took part in the Love Cycling Go Dutch Conference as a panellist
for the final debate

•

Northumbria design student event at the Cycle Hub on 25 November 2013
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Conclusions
Three years in, the Campaign is in a good and healthy position. The Committee has
worked tirelessly to influence decision-makers. But for a step change to be brought about,
the future strength now lies with our members.
In 2014 we must demonstrate strength by numbers to increase the impact of the
Campaign. We will have to show politicians that this is a mass movement.
To that effect, we will rethink the format of our members meetings, have started to use
open online systems, like Cyclescape, to spatially link up our members, and organise
letter writing initiatives, facilitate infrastructure safaris and members blogs to mobilise
our membership.

In 2014 we will tell l them what we want
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Thanks goes to…
Cllr Nick Forbes for opening the Love Cycling Go Dutch Conference on 5 November
2013
Catherine McKinnell MP and Chi Onwurah MP, for speaking in support of cycling at the
House of Commons on 2 September 2013
Sarah Champion MP, Transport Select Committee for her warm words of support
following Katja’s contribution to the Transport Select Committee meeting on 3 December
2013
Christian Wolmar for chairing the Love Cycling Go Dutch Conference and all the
speakers
The Dutch Embassy and the Dutch Cycling Embassy for all their help and support
during the preparation and delivery of the LCGD conference
Tyne and Wear Sky News for their extensive and supportive coverage of cycling news
locally
Tim Binks for editing and looking after our monthly e-Newsletter
Carlton Reid for making his photographs available for the Campaign website
Neil Murphy and Tony Waterston for speaking at our June Members meeting
Tony Waterston, Richard Ennis, Sally Watson and Armelle Tardiveau for keeping the
Jesmond Safe Cycling on the boil
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Apex Acoustics for their generous donation and continuous support since we got
established
All of you who have donated to the Campaign
Localgiving.com and their “Grow your tenner” campaign which allowed us to double
some of our donations. Many thanks!
Members who contributed to the YouReport series

And finally, to all our members, individuals and families, community groups and companies
who have joined the Campaign and helped spread the word. Great to have you on board,
in particular we mention our Corporate Partners:
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Financial Report
Period 09/03/2013 – 08/03/2014
Item

Amount Comment
In / out

01

Balance brought forward

£1,297.93

2.01 Donations

£687.62 thank you for your donations!

2.02 Corporate Members fee

£40.00 thank you for your membership fee!

2.03 Grants

£359.00

2.04 GiftAid

£111.24

TOTAL INCOME

£1,197.86

3.01

Room hire, refreshments & accommodation

-£281.70

3.02

Website, publicity and events

-£297.96

3.03

Affiliations and subscriptions

-£60.00

3.04

Equipment and resources

-£86.20

3.05

Travel, training and conference

-£235.75

TOTAL OUTGOINGS

-£961.61

Year end balance

£1,534.18
Signed

08-Mar-14

Chair

Katja Leyendecker

Treasurer

Claire Prospert

